The forces driving the accumulation and removal of non-coding DNA and ultimately the evolution of genome size in complex organisms are intimately linked to genome structure and organisation. Our analysis provides a novel method for capturing the regional variation of lineage-specific DNA gain and loss events in their respective genomic contexts. To further understand this connection we used comparative genomics to identify genome-wide individual DNA gain and loss events in the human and mouse genomes. Focusing on the distribution of DNA gains and losses, relationships to important structural features and potential impact on biological processes, we found that in autosomes, DNA gains and losses both followed separate lineage-specific accumulation patterns. However, in both species chromosome X was particularly enriched for DNA gain, consistent with its high L1 retrotransposon content required for X inactivation. We found that DNA loss was associated with gene-rich open chromatin regions and DNA gain events with gene-poor closed chromatin regions.
Introduction type 2 errors are ancestral regions annotated as lineage-specific. To reduce our type 2 error 305 rate we obtained the genomes of a large range of human and mouse outgroup species from 306 the UCSC genome browser (Table S2 ). Across all of our outgroup species we extracted all the 307 chain-blocks and merged overlapping intervals to create our ancestral elements. This strategy 308 increased the chance of finding ancestral DNA in our reference that may have been lost in 309 one or more of our outgroup species. For both hg19 and mm10 we found that total genome 310 coverage of ancestral elements reached asymptotic levels at approximately 18 outgroup 311 species (Fig. S3 ). However, this strategy also came with the trade-off of increasing our type 312 1 error rate. To control error rates we measured how type 1 and type 2 errors responded 313 to changes in coverage depth of outgroup chain-blocks at each position in hg19 and mm10 314 ( Fig. S4 ). Based on these results we annotated human ancestral elements at an outgroup 315 coverage depth ≥ 6 and mouse ancestral elements at an outgroup coverage depth ≥ 4 ( Fig. 316 S4). This strategy removed > 85% ancestral elements overlapping known lineage-specific 317 repeats in mouse and > 95% of ancestral elements overlapping known lineage-specific repeats 318 in human. For remaining chain-blocks, we found that 94.2% in human and 85.2% in mouse 319 were supported by our annotated ancestral elements (Table 1 ). Our very low error rate in 320 human indicates that we were able to accurately determine the amount of mm10 DNA loss 321 and hg19 DNA gain. However, our error rates in mm10 suggest that ancestral regions alone 322 are insufficient to accurately estimate hg19 DNA loss and mm10 DNA gain. 323 To complement and overcome potential shortcomings of the ancestral element-based 324 method of estimating DNA gain and loss, we adopted a recent transposon-based method. We 325 identified transposon families with lineage-specific activity and used them to annotate gaps 326 as lineage-specific DNA gain or loss ( Fig. 1c ). For example, recent transposon sequences in 327 hg19 that overlap gaps in mm10 are annotated as hg19 gains, where ancestral transposon 328 sequences in hg19 that overlap gaps in mm10 are annotated as mm10 losses. This approach 329 has been used previously to identify DNA loss in the mouse and human lineages (Chinwalla 330 et al. 2002; Hardison et al. 2003) . 331 In order to annotate gaps using the recent transposon method, we first had to identify 332 transposon insertions that occurred after mouse and human diverged from their common 333 ancestor. Because transposon families have undergone distinct bursts of activity at particular 334 points in time, we decided to classify transposon families as either 'recent transposons' or 335 'ancestral transposons', and use members of those respective classifications to annotate 336 13/43 our chain-gaps. The main challenge in this approach is identifying lineage-specific activity 337 of transposons. Generally, transposon families are considered to be ancestral transposon 338 families when they are shared between two species. However, there is a possibility some 339 ancestral transposon families may have been active during the period of human and mouse 340 divergence and continued replicating in each lineage independently. This means families that 341 would have been otherwise classified as ancestral transposons may have actually undergone 342 varying amounts of lineage-specific transposition. 343 To overcome the problem of misclassifying the activity of otherwise ancestral transposon 344 families, we used linear discriminant analysis to build a transposon family classifier for 345 both human and mouse. We initially obtained transposon coordinates from the Repeat 346
Masker database and classified individual transposons as 'ancestral transposons' if they 347 overlapped ancestral elements or chain-blocks and as 'recent transposons' if they did not. 348 Next, we trained our classifier using two separate variables. The first variable was each 349 transposon's percent divergence from their family consensus sequence, often used as an 350 indicator of transposon age (Kapitonov and Jurkal 1996; Smit et al. 1995) . The second 351 variable was the proportional overlap between each transposon family and ancestral elements 352 or chain-blocks as measured by bp coverage. After training we used our classifier to group 353 each family based on the family-wise means for the variables above ( Fig. S5 ). We identified 354 656 recent human transposon families and 689 recent mouse transposon families. Our results 355 suggest that at least 176 families were active during human and mouse divergence leading 356 to a mixture of both ancestral and lineage-specific insertions (Table S1 ). Moreover, the 357 percent divergence of these families is consistent with transposon activity occurring after the 358 evolution of ancestral transposons and prior to the evolution of lineage-specific transposons 359 ( Fig. S6) . Surprisingly, we also identified some transposon families that were not shared 360 between human and mouse, and yet were annotated as ancestral. However, these families 361 were usually small and together they covered less than 1 Mb of their respective genomes 362 (Table S1 ). In addition, our results for mm10 indicate potential drawbacks in using the 363 ancestral element-based method for annotating gaps; percent divergence from consensus 364 for some recent transposon families is similar to ancestral transposon families. While this 365 is consistent with an elevated rate of substitution in the rodent lineage, it suggests that a 366 large number of regions in mm10 that share ancestry with our outgroup species may have 367 diverged beyond the alignment threshold ( Fig. S5 ). Collectively, these results demonstrate 368 14/43 the difficulty of identifying recent transposon insertions based on family name alone. For 369 this reason we decided to annotate chain-gaps using our newly classified recent transposon 370 families, which were classified using a combination of family-wide and transposon-specific 371 factors in conjunction with comparative genomic approaches. 372 Using both the ancestral element and recent transposon based methods, we annotated 373 a large number of chain-gaps with varying levels of consistency. In hg19, both methods 374 were largely consistent in identifying human-specific DNA gains and mouse-specific DNA 375 loss. However, in mm10 there was less agreement between the methods; while the majority 376 of mouse lineage-specific DNA gains identified by both methods tended to overlap, the 377 majority of human lineage-specific DNA loss did not (Table 2 ). This is mostly likely due 378 to limitations for detecting ancestral elements in mm10. We found that only 85% of mm10 379 chain-blocks were supported by ancestral elements as opposed to 95% in hg19 (Table 1) , 380 suggesting that many ancestral elements were not identified using our outgroup species. 381 This is a key weakness in our approach; if there is an underlying error for detecting human 382 DNA loss in mm10, it means that we would also be overestimating the amount DNA gain in 383 mm10. However, by using two distinct yet complementary methods, we are able to identify 384 potential sources of error and estimate their impact. One explanation for missing ancestral 385 elements may be that DNA gain and loss events that occurred in either the mouse or human 386 clade overlap DNA gain and loss events that occurred across a large number of our outgroup 387 species. However, as stated above, nucleotide divergence rates may also play a role. Some 388 regions in mm10 may have diverged so much that it is impossible to perform a pairwise 389 alignment with our outgroup species. Despite the above mentioned inconsistencies between 390 the methods in mm10, it is clear that the amount of DNA loss in human is much smaller than 391 the amount of DNA loss in mouse and the amount of DNA gain for both. The difference in 392 loss rates for human and mouse is mostly consistent with a high deletion rate in the mouse 393 genome that has caused it to shrink in size since divergence with human (Chinwalla et al. 394 2002; Laurie et al. 2012) . 395 To further characterise the results from each method we compared the length distributions 396 of their gap annotations. For DNA gain events in hg19 and mm10, the ancestral element 397 method displayed a much higher frequency of small elements than the recent transposon 398 method. This may be caused by spurious alignments between similarly structured recent 399 transposons found in reference and outgroup species, effectively separating the annotation 400 15/43 gain events into smaller pieces. Moreover, the recent transposon method identified much 401 higher frequencies of DNA gain events that correspond to full length consensus sequences 402 of known transposon families ( Fig. 2a-2b) . Conversely, the length distributions for DNA 403 loss events identified by each method were much more similar, especially in mm10. In hg19 404 the frequency of events detected by the ancestral element method were much lower than 405 those detected by the recent transposon method (Fig. 2c-2d ). This is consistent with the low 406 number of ancestral elements in the mouse genome. However, the high level of consistency 407 for both methods in identifying hg19 DNA gain and mm10 DNA loss where there is good 408 support for outgroup species is highly encouraging. It indicates that the recent transposon 409 method is a reasonably effective method in identifying DNA gain and loss in species where it 410 is difficult to detect ancestral elements. Consistent between both methods is size distribution 411 difference between DNA gain and loss. DNA gain events are mostly over 100 bp in length 412 while DNA loss events are mostly under 100 bp. 413 In both hg19 and mm10 we annotated a large number of gain and loss events using two 414 distinct methods. However, to measure the total amount of DNA turnover at particular 415 loci, gaps annotated in a query genome needed to be mapped to a reference genome. Hence, 416 gap annotations were placed using the reference and query coordinates we extracted from 417 our nets in step 1 (methods) (Fig. 1d ). To account for the placement of gaps from one 418 genome into another, we adjusted the genomic coordinates at the target loci, resulting in a 419 synthetic genome for both species (methods). Each synthetic genome contains both hg19 and 420 mm10 annotated gaps in either an hg19 or mm10 genomic background. Finally, our resulting 421 dataset consists of 4 synthetic genomes; mm10 with gap annotations based on the ancestral 422 element method, mm10 with gap annotations based on the recent transposon method, hg19 423 with gap annotations based on the ancestral element method and hg19 with gap annotations 424 based on the recent transposon method. Collectively, these results demonstrate that it is 425 possible to identify locations for the majority of DNA gain and loss events since human and 426 mouse divergence. Using our identified DNA gain and loss events it is possible to characterise 427 genome-wide patterns of DNA gain and loss and to begin to determine how DNA turnover 428 may impact on mammalian genome evolution. 429 
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Genome size evolution in mammals follows an accordion model, where DNA gain is counter-431 acted by DNA loss to maintain a relatively constant genome size (Kapusta et al. 2017) . To 432 characterise how DNA gain and loss interacts with genome structure, we used our synthetic 433 genomes to analyse the genomic distribution of DNA gain and loss events in hg19 and mm10. 434 We began by segmenting synthetic genomes into 200 kb non-overlapping bins and tallying 435 the total bp coverage of each type of gap annotation. Bins with less than 150 kb of DNA 436 not belonging to RBH nets were removed and our tallies were normalised to reflect DNA 437 gain and loss amounts per 200 kb. Because gap annotations from both species can be placed 438 within a single genome, we are able to directly compare their genomic distributions. 439 Using our binned synthetic genomes we compared the variation and average amount of 440 regional DNA gain and loss identified using each method. Our results showed that variation 441 in regional DNA gain or loss was reasonably consistent across both methods (Fig. 3 ). For 442 DNA gain this was also quite large, in 200 kb genomic bins the amount of DNA gain in human 443 and mouse spanned a range greater than 70 kb, indicating that some regions underwent 444 much greater levels of DNA gain than others. While bin-wise variation in gain and loss 445 rates was consistent across methods, the average amount of DNA turnover was not. This 446 makes it difficult to reliably calculate the regional amount of DNA turnover or genome 447 growth. However, despite these inconsistencies, bin-wise levels of DNA gain and loss were 448 highly correlated across all cases, with the exception of hg19 DNA loss (Fig. 3a, S7-S8 ). 449 Following this, we investigated regional DNA gain and loss dynamics by identifying DNA 450 gain and loss genomic hotspots. Hotspots were identified by calculating G * i for each bin 451 (methods). We converted our G * i values to P-values and calculated the false discovery rate 452 (FDR). Bins whose G * i was positive with FDR < 0.05 were considered hotspots. Hotspots 453 were identified for each type of gap annotation found using both gap annotation methods in 454 both synthetic genomes. We found that the size of the hotspot overlap between each gap 455 annotation method for hg19 gain, mm10 gain and mm10 loss was larger than the sum of 456 non-overlapping hotspots (Fig. 3b ). Using the hotspot intersect between gap annotation 457 methods, we further characterised regional variation of DNA gain and loss across hg19 and 458 mm10. For the remainder of the analysis the terms 'DNA-gain hotspots' and ' hotspots' refer to the hotspot intersect between each gap annotation method, except for hg19 460 17/43 DNA-loss hotspots which instead refer to hg19 DNA-loss hotspots identified through the 461 recent transposon method. For mm10 DNA loss, mm10 DNA gain and hg19 DNA gain, the 462 intersect was used as it provided a sample of genomic regions where regional DNA gain and 463 loss dynamics were highly supported by both methods. For hg19 DNA loss we used hotspots 464 that were identified using the recent transposon method because the ancestral based method 465 was shown to largely underestimate the total amount of ancestral DNA. 466 Regional patterns of DNA gain and loss indicate lineage-specific 467 divergence.
468
The accordion model of genome evolution suggests DNA gain and loss is largely balanced 469 across the entire genome. Whether the individual events are balanced at the local scale 470 remains unknown. We analysed the genomic distribution of hg19 and mm10 gain and loss 471 hotspots by focussing on the within species overlap and the across species overlap. The within 472 species overlap was designed to investigate whether DNA gain and loss is balanced on a 473 regional level, indicating that despite large amounts of DNA turnover, local genome structures 474 stay intact. The across species overlap was designed to investigate whether DNA gain and 475 loss associated with lineage specific divergence in genome architecture. We found that almost 476 4% of human loss hotspots overlapped human gain hotspots and approximately 6% human 477 gain hotspots overlapped human loss hotspots ( Fig. 4,S9) . These results showed that DNA 478 gains and losses in human at a regional scale have occurred independently. Conversely, less 479 than 1% of gain and loss hotspots in mouse overlapped each other, with a significant negative 480 association. These results suggest that regional DNA gain and loss in both species is largely 481 unbalanced. For the across species comparison, we found significant levels of overlap between 482
DNA-loss hotspots and negative associations between all other hotspot types at varying 483
levels of statistical significance depending on genomic background. This demonstrates that 484 DNA loss dynamics in both hg19 and mm10 share some degree of conservation while DNA 485 gain dynamics are mostly lineage-specific, suggesting that the acquisition of new DNA may 486 be driving lineage-specific divergence of genome structure.
487
To further characterise the distribution of hg19 and mm10 gain and loss hotspots, we 488 plotted them against both genomic backgrounds. hg19 and mm10 gain hotspots were most 489 enriched on chromosome X (Fig. 4,S9 ). This is consistent with chromosome X as a hotspot 490 18/43 for L1 insertion, a particularly large transposon with high levels of lineage specific activity 491 that contributes to X inactivation (Chow et al. 2010) . For gain and loss hotspots themselves, 492 hg19 gain hotspot regions were much more dispersed than other types of hotspot region 493 ( Fig. 4,S9 ). Since DNA loss across both species overlaps significantly, this adds to the 494 lineage-specific behaviour of DNA gain dynamics, where regional DNA gain in mouse is 495 more concentrated than in human. Interestingly, DNA loss hotspots in the hg19 genomic 496 background appear more concentrated towards telomeres, suggesting that chromosomal 497 location may play a role in DNA loss dynamics ( Fig. 4 ). However, it is worth noting that 498 this observation did not occur in the mm10 genomic background (Fig. S9 ). One explanation 499
is that telomeres in mouse are quite recent as mouse chromosomes have undergone a high 500 frequency of breakage and fusion events since divergence from a common ancestor (Murphy 501 et al. 2005) . Together, our results demonstrate that regional lineage-specific DNA gain and 502 loss dynamics are relatively context-specific.
503
Next, we examined whether gain and loss hotspots were correlated with a range of genomic 504
features. The genomic features we analysed are non-randomly distributed and known to 505 play various roles in genome biology. By investigating their association, we may begin to 506 develop insight into the molecular drivers of DNA turnover. To measure the correlation 507 between genomic features and particular gap annotations we performed feature enrichment 508 analysis with 10,000 permutations (methods). The analysis was performed for both mm10 509 gain and loss and hg19 gain and loss in both the genomic backgrounds. Using both genomic 510 backgrounds we were able to analyse the genomic features from regions in a query genome 511 that have been deleted from a reference. We specifically chose genomic features that could 512 be found in both genomes as indicators for distinct aspects of genome biology. of these features, excluding LADs, are associated with gene dense areas and are linked to their 517 expression or regulation (Thurman et al. 2012) . LADs themselves are instead associated with 518 gene-poor regions and gene silencing (Guelen et al. 2008; Peric-Hupkes et al. 2010) . We also 519 investigated various groups of transposons whose genomic distributions have been previously 520 characterised and used to investigate genome-wide DNA gain and loss rates. Lineage-specific 521
L1s and SINEs are both major sources of DNA gain via retrotransposition, they both also 522
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have distinct accumulation profiles that are similar across both species (Chinwalla et al. 523 2002). Lineage-specific L1s tend to accumulate in gene-poor regions while lineage-specific 524
SINEs accumulate in gene rich regions. Ancestral L1s, and ancient elements (MIRs and 525
L2s) have been used previously to indicate levels of DNA loss. Since these elements inserted 526 prior to species divergence, they both provide signatures of ancestral DNA. Differences 527 in the numbers of these elements in similar regions across species can indicate DNA loss 528 (Chinwalla et al. 2002; Laurie et al. 2012 ). Finally, we investigated the genomic distribution 529 of recombination hotspots and genome-wide profiles of recombination rates (International 530
HapMap Consortium et al. 2007; Brunschwig et al. 2012) . We considered recombination 531
as an indicator of genome instability, as meiotic recombination increases the potential for 532 heritable genomic rearrangements (Berg et al. 2010) . Importantly, it is worth noting that 533 recombination hotspots and recombination rates in mm10 are autosomal only. This was due 534
to limited data availability for mouse.
535
Among our features we observed distinct profiles for DNA gain and loss that were largely 536 consistent across both genomes. For DNA loss from both genomes and in both genomic 537 backgrounds we found a strong positive associations with indicators of gene-rich/active 538 genomic regions. This is surprising as biologically active genomic regions are likely to contain 539 many important functional elements. However, it has recently been shown that these regions 540 are particularly prone to genomic instability leading to evolutionary genomic rearrangements 541 (Berthelot et al. 2015) . This also suggests the DNA loss is linked to an open chromatin state 542 as it is strongly negatively associated with LADs. In the hg19 genomic background we also 543 found that ancient elements were positively associated with mm10 DNA loss. While ancient 544 elements have been used as indicators of DNA loss, we did not expected they would be quite 545 so strongly associated with it. Moreover, in hg19 ancient elements are negatively associated 546
with DNA loss and have been predicted to play important roles in gene regulation (Kamal 547 et al. 2006 ). In addition, the high DNA loss rate in these regions may lead to overestimates 548 of the genome-wide DNA loss rate in mouse, as these elements have previously been used as 549 markers for calculating deletion rates (Lander et al. 2001; Chinwalla et al. 2002) . Our results 550 also showed that DNA loss in hg19 and mm10 in the hg19 genomic background was positively 551 associated with genomic recombination. This is consistent with previous analyses that have 552
identified an association between DNA loss and recombination (Nam and Ellegren 2012 Collectively, our results show that DNA gain and loss is associated with specific genomic 571 contexts, leading to differences in genome structure.
572
DNA gain and loss is non-random and may be a function of mammalian genome structure. 573
However the evolutionary impact of DNA gain and loss is mainly determined by whether 574 or not it affects particular phenotypes. To identify potentially impacted phenotypes we 575 performed gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis on genes in DNA gain and loss hotspots 576 for biological process GO terms (Ashburner et al. 2000) . Because we are interested in 577 identifying whether DNA gain and loss may have driven lineage-specific divergence we 578 compared the significance levels of GO term enrichment between our hotspot types. To do 579 this we performed correlation analysis using the -log10 P-values for GO term enrichment as 580 determined using a Fisher test combined with the 'classic' GO term enrichment algorithm 581 (methods) (Alexa and Rahnenfuhrer 2016). Surprisingly our results showed the highest level 582 of similarity between hg19 DNA gain and hg19 DNA loss ( Fig. 6,S10 ). This is interesting 583 because the overlap between hg19 gain and loss was not statistically significant ( Fig. 4, S9 ). 584
Moreover, when we compare hg19 DNA loss with mm10 DNA loss; gap annotations with 585 a significant degree of overlap ( Fig. 4, S9 ), we found that GO terms were not as similar, 586 21/43 particularly in the mm10 genomic background (Fig. S10 ). Alternatively, enriched GO terms 587 found in mm10 DNA gain hotspots appeared distinct from GO terms enriched in other 588 DNA gain and loss hotspots. These results echo our above findings from comparing hotspot 589 overlap, where mm10 gains were least likely to significantly overlap other hotspot types ( Fig. 590 4,S9).
591
To confirm our findings and examine the GO terms themselves, we calculated the 592 proportion of significant terms that were descendants (child terms) of a high-order parent 593 term. Child terms were identified as statistically significant at a FDR < 0.05 based on a 594
Fisher test using the classic algorithm. Additionally, we extracted the 10 highest ranked 595 terms discovered using the Fisher test combined with 3 other algorithms designed to reduce 596 false positives generated by the inheritance problem (described in methods) ( loss mostly belonged to cellular processes, metabolic processes, single organism processes and 599 biological regulation ( Fig. 7 ). For mm10, DNA loss hotspots were enriched for similar terms, 600
including developmental processes, which were particularly enriched in the mm10 genomic 601 background ( Fig S11) . However, mm10 gain in the hg19 background was only enriched for a 602 single term and in the mm10 background mm10 gain was not enriched for any terms. The 603 difference in these results is consistent with how DNA gain and loss events in human and 604 mouse associate with regions of varying gene density and biological activity ( Fig. 5 ).
605
Interestingly, while the genomic distributions of each hotspot type differed, their associated 606 significant GO terms were highly similar. This may be caused by genes that contribute to 607 similar biological processes being tightly clustered and located within regions that consist of 608 overlapping hotspot types. To determine if this was the case we compared non-redundant 609 statistically significant child terms and gene annotations across each hotspot type ( Fig S12) . 610 We found that the vast majority of genes annotated with significant GO terms were unique 611 to a particular hotspot type. In contrast to this, the GO terms were more likely to be 612 shared across hotspot types. This suggests that DNA gain and loss tend to associate with 613 different genes that contribute to the same biological processes. Together our results show 614 that particular biological processes are either prone to DNA gain or loss or are instead highly 615 robust and able to withstand high levels of genomic turnover.
616
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Estimating the total amount of DNA turnover across two separate lineages over a time 619
span of approximately 90 million years is a challenging task (Hedges et al. 2006) . After this 620 divergence period as little as 40% of the extant human genome shares ancestry with mouse, 621
suggesting that at least 60% has been turned over in either lineage. In order to understand 622 gain and loss dynamics we must be able to correctly assign this non-aligning portion of the 623 human genome as either human gain or mouse loss. Chinwalla et al. (2002) and Hardison 624 et al. (2003) used an approach similar to our recent transposon based method. They used 625 a set of lineage-specific transposons in human and mouse to identify regions of DNA gain. 626
From this, the remaining non-aligning portion of one genome was assumed to be lost from 627 the other. To confirm this approach, Chinwalla et al. (2002) checked to see if their inferred 628 genome-wide rates of DNA loss were consistent with local estimates. They used the following 629 equation;
630
where G E is the size of the extant genome, G A is the size of the ancestral genome, G G is 631 the amount of lineage-specific genome gain and G L is the amount of lineage-specific genome 632 loss. For human and mouse they solved the equation for G L where they estimated ancestral 633 genome size within a range similar to the extant human genome size. This was chosen 634 because it was similar to the average genome size for mammalian outgroup species. Estimates 635 showed that DNA loss in mouse was almost double that of human, and consistent with 636 the difference in the number of non-aligning non-recent transposon bases in each genome. 637
While these estimates were consistent with expectations based on the assumption that 638 non-aligning non-recent transposon regions were ancestral, their ancestral state remained 639 unverified. Conversely, our ancestral based approach aimed to directly verify the ancestry 640 status of non-aligning regions between human and mouse. This was achieved by using a 641 wide variety of outgroup species alignments not available to Chinwalla et al. (2002) and 642 Hardison et al. (2003) at the time of their analysis. In human, our results revealed that 643 indeed many of the non-aligning non-recent transposon bases overlapped ancestral elements. 644
However, approximately 168 Mb remained ambiguous (Table 2) which was more than double 645 23/43 the 5.8% of the total non-aligning human genome, the fraction of known ancestral bases 646 not supported by ancestral elements (Table 1) . As stated in the results, this discrepancy 647 was most likely caused by incorrect identification of DNA gain events or misidentification of 648 ancestral elements. It is important to realise that the ancestral element based approach has 649 its limits, as orthologous sequences between species have the potential to diverge beyond 650 recognition. This was the most likely reason that ancestral element detection in mouse was so 651 much lower than in human, as the genome-wide substitution rate in mouse is approximately 652 twice that of human.
653
An alternative way to verify the recent transposon based method was to use our estimated 654
DNA loss rates to solve for G A and to compare this to other estimates of ancestral genome sizes. 655
After the mouse genome was completed many other mammalian genome projects also reached 656 completion, allowing for the development of ancestral genome reconstruction techniques. 657
While ancestral genome reconstruction is based on alignment it is much less susceptible to 658 errors than our detection of ancestral elements. Instead of performing alignments directly 659 between human or mouse and each individual outgroup species, it uses alignments between 660 groups of more closely related species to build a phylogeny of ancestral states (Blanchette et al. 661
2004; Ma et al. 2006 loss dynamics it is important to realise these estimates are only a lower bound on the the 670 total amount of DNA turnover since divergence. This is because both our analysis and 671 previous analyses relied heavily on the assumption of parsimonious genome evolution, where 672 lineage-specific gain and loss patterns are based on the fewest possible evolutionary changes. 673
Unfortunately, in our case the assumption of parsimonious genome evolution is likely to cause 674 various events to be hidden. For example, if a particular region underwent lineage-specific 675
DNA gain that was subsequently lost, both the gain and loss events will not be detected. 676
Additionally, DNA loss occurring in both lineages at the same loci would also go undetected. 677
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Depending on the frequency and magnitude of the above events we have likely underestimated 678 the total amount of DNA gain and loss. A possible way to overcome this problem is to adopt 679 model based approaches similar to those used in phylogenetic analyses. These approaches 680 use a substitution model along with maximum likelihoods or Bayesian inference to allow 681 for varying rates of evolution across lineages and sites (Yang and Rannala 2012) . However, 682
given our current lack of understanding of the non-coding portion of the genome such an 683 approach for estimating DNA turnover is likely to yield highly questionable results.
684
Evolutionary impact of large scale DNA gain and loss 685
During genome evolution the spectrum of possible mutations is extremely broad, ranging from 686 single nucleotide substitutions all the way up to Mb-sized rearrangements and translocations. 687
Importantly, the genomic distribution of events at each level of the mutation spectrum is non-688 random and highly context-dependent. Moreover, the regional susceptibility and tolerance 689 to a particular mutation type is a mixture of various genomic and epigenomic features and 690 selective pressures (Makova and Hardison 2015) . To understand the evolutionary impacts 691 and trajectories of DNA gain and loss dynamics we analysed their genomic distributions in 692 the context of various genomic features and biological processes.
693
In mammals synteny is highly conserved due to the frequent reuse of chromosome rear-694 rangement breakpoints throughout their evolution (Murphy et al. 2005) . Since chromosome 695 rearrangement breakpoints were located outside of nets, many DNA gain and loss events 696 went undetected (S1-S2). Instead, we most likely identified regions where gain and loss 697 dynamics impacted on local architecture, such as the genomic distances between neighbouring 698 genes or intron size. However, due to the difficulty in mapping DNA gain and loss events 699 across large evolutionary time scales, the impact of DNA gain and loss at this scale remains 700 largely unknown. Our strategy has therefore allowed us for the first time to measure regional 701 suggest that rather than certain types of events driving genome divergence, it is instead the 709 rate at which each particular event type occurs that drives divergence. For example, mouse 710 has a much higher deletion rate than human and a larger number of active L1s. This would 711
suggest that particular regions in the mouse are growing or shrinking much more than in the 712 human genome while their sequence composition remains similar. Alternatively, DNA gain 713 rates were especially enriched on the X chromosome in both species with some degree of 714 regional overlap ( Fig. 4,S9 ). This is consistent with the high concentration of L1s that play 715 a role in X inactivation (Chow et al. 2010) .
716
Despite the amount of structural divergence between human and mouse, it is difficult to 717 identify how much impact this might have on evolution at the level of phenotype. Interestingly, 718
Human DNA gains and losses and mouse DNA losses all occurred near genes involved in 719 fundamental cellular/metabolic processes. Because cellular/metabolic process genes likely 720 evolved earlier in animals and probably have house keeping functions, their regulation is 721 also likely highly conserved (Lowe et al. 2011) . This suggests that for the most part the 722 accumulation of DNA gains and losses have had little impact on phenotypic change. However, 723
for some mouse DNA losses the case may be different, as in the mm10 genomic background 724 they mostly occurred near genes involved in developmental processes. Developmental 725 processes may be linked to traits that could have potentially undergone divergence, such as 726 mouse-specific morphological characteristics. While this is an attractive idea, an analysis of 727 regulatory element evolution shows that lineage-specific regulatory innovation for development 728 occurred prior to human and mouse divergence (Lowe et al. 2011 loci within a single TAD are much more likely to interact with each other than two loci 738 that are near each other but happen to be located within different TADs (Dixon et al. 739 26/43 2012). Because TAD boundaries associate with other domain boundaries linked to gene 740 regulation, such as LADs, they are often considered as distinct autonomously regulated 741 regions (Sexton and Cavalli 2015) . Since TADs are organised along a linear stretch of DNA, 742 it is possible that their organisation is somewhat dependent on genomic distances between 743 co-regulated features. This suggests that increased lineage-specific DNA gain and loss may 744 cause TAD structures to diverge. One way this could happen is by removing TAD boundaries 745 through deletion, which would subsequently cause adjacent TADs to merge (Hnisz et al. 746 2016). Alternatively, increases in the genomic distance between the edges of a single TAD 747 could potentially promote the formation of a new boundary. These scenarios are more likely 748
to have occurred in mouse rather than human, where DNA gain and loss in mouse is much 749 more regionally clustered, ultimately causing larger deviations from regional gain and loss 750 equilibrium. In vertebrates, Hox clusters are located between two adjacent TADs that most 751 likely diverged from a single TAD leading to the evolution of the vertebrate Hox bipartite 752 regulatory system (Acemel et al. 2016 ). This new TAD structure has made it possible for 753
Hox genes to receive new inputs from distal enhancers contributing to the evolution of 754 limb development and anteroposterior axis pattering (Lonfat and Duboule 2015) . So while 755 regulatory innovation at the level of individual elements may have slowed prior to human 756 and mouse divergence, changes in TAD structure may cause ancestral enhancer elements to 757 be co-opted in developmental processes driving lineage-specific phenotypic evolution. Figure 1 . Detecting DNA gain and loss events between two species. Chain-gaps and chainblocks are extracted from nets between reference and query (a). The resulting chain-gaps are essentially sequences from the reference genome that do not align to anything in the query genome. Chain-blocks are extracted from nets between reference and outgroup species as ancestral elements. Ancestral elements are then used to annotate chain-gaps as either gain or loss (b). Chain-gaps are annotated as query loss if they overlap ancestral elements or as reference gain if they do not. This is the ancestral element method for annotating gaps. The recent transposon method instead uses transposons classified as recent or ancestral to annotate gaps (c). Transposons are extracted from Repeat Masker files containing various classes of repetitive elements. Chain-gaps are annotated as reference gain if they overlap recent transposons or as query loss if they do not. After gaps are annotated they are placed within each genomic background creating a synthetic genome (d). Annotated chain-gaps are placed according to the edge coordinates of their adjacent chain-blocks within the same chain. Shown in the final two panels are chain-gaps extracted from the reference placed within the query genome. The different colours of the query chain-blocks show that gap annotations in the reference are placed on different chromosomes in the query. Differences in annotations are the results of conflicting information either resulting from incorrect identification of ancestral elements or recent transposons. Figure 4 . Genomic distribution of gain and loss hotspots for hg19 and mm10 plotted against hg19 synthetic genome. Grey regions indicate bins with <150 kb of RBH nets and black vertical lines represent 50 Mb on non-synthetic genome. Inset table represents percent overlap of gain and loss hotspots. The percentages were calculated using the hotspots labelled in each row as the denominator. '*' and '**' represent p-values below 0.05 and 0.01 respectively based on the Fisher statistic. The odds ratio for each fisher test is reported within the brackets. An odds ratio above 1 represents a positive association and an odds ratio below one represents a negative association. (Carlson 2015 (Carlson , 2016 and Retrotransposons (Smit et al. 2015) were measured in each as coverage per 200 kb. Recombination rates were measured as the mean bin-wise recombination rate (International HapMap Consortium et al. 2007; Brunschwig et al. 2012) . GC content was measured as the proportion of G or C nucleotide residues in chainblocks per bin (Team TBD 2014a,b) . Genomic features are classified intro groups of feature indicators based on distinct aspects of genome biology they are known to associate with. The dendrogram represents spatial clustering of genomic features across both genomes,where two tightly clustered genomic features in the dendrogram are genomic features that tend to be co-located. The dendrogram was generated from a correlation matrix that consisted of pair-wise correlations between each feature across both binned genomes.Parent terms Figure 7 . Significant biological process GO terms in hg19 background. Parent terms were the top level biological process GO terms while child terms were those beneath each parent term. Child terms were identified as significant at a FDR < 0.05 based on a Fisher test using the 'classic' algorithm. The Y axis represents the proportion of child GO terms that belong to each parant GO term. Proportions don't add up to 1 because some child GO terms are shared between parent GO terms. We have also shown the number of non-redundant GO terms and genes annotated with significant GO terms for each gap annotation.
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